NEW PENELOPE II
22½" weaving width
2530-0000

PARTS AS SHIPPED:
1 Multibits screwdriver
1 adjustable wrench
2 high impact styrene rigid heddle
  6 treads per inch
2 cranks
2 flat shuttles 28"
10, 12" (31cm) loop cords for lashing
2 lease sticks
2 (steel) warp rods
1 reed hook 6141-7000
2 Warping blocks
6 plastic tapestry bobbins
1 book --- I Weave you Weave
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Leclerc Looms
Since 1876

1573 Savoie
C. P. 4
Plessisville, Qc.
G6L 2Y6

TEL: 819-362-2408
FAX: 819-362-2045

Loom Prepared by: _____________
Inspected by:__________________
Date:___________
1x Main frame

1x Sliders cross post

1x Back post section

1x Left side reed slider

1x Right side Slider

2x Carriage bolts 1/4" x 2.5"
4x Washers 1/4"
2x Washer 3/16"

2x Nuts with Nylon 1/4"

2x Round Head screw #12, 1.25"

2x Flat head screw #8, 1"

2 Machine screw 1/8" x 1.25"
Using the 2.5" x 1/4" carriage bolts, assemble the sliders and the back post assembly to the main frame.
NOTE: The right slider must be installed on the right side of the loom.
Place 1 1/4" washer between the main frame and the back post assembly.
Secure the assembly with a washer and a nylon lock nut. Do not overtighten.

Open the back post assembly and latch the hooks. Set the screws to a snug fit.
Install the middle slide post using the 2, #8, 1" flat headed screws. Do not overtighten.

If the reeds do not slide properly, loosen the slide post slightly.

Affix the sliders with the 2 machine screws (M) and 2x 3/16" washers (W) to the metal inserts in the main frame. Then secure using the #12, 1¼ screw (S)
PREPARING (Stringing) WARP AND CLOTH BEAMS

1) Into 5 evenly chosen holes on each beam, thread one length of the loop cord.

2) Thread each loop cord back thru itself, using the first hole in the Cord, as it comes out of the beam and pull tight.

3) Using the last hole of free end on each Cord, pull a portion of the Cord thru the hole forming a Loop. (A crochet hook can help you)

4) Slip a Bar thru each loop of all cords and pull tight. (See diagram)

Always maintain a good tension on the warp when weaving.

PROMPTLY CALL YOUR DEALER OR LECLERC FOR ANY QUESTIONS.
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